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LumieLabs

Guided Tour

Welcome to LumieLabs!

Designed to disrupt the status quo and shape a new type of classroom learning, with

video! LumieLabs uses video creation and digital storytelling to harness students'

passions and natural engagement with media and bring those into the classroom. It

helps students become skilled collaborators, communicators and media-savvy

consumers with enhanced critical-thinking skills.

About LumieLabs
Named after the Lumiére brothers, who

pioneered early motion-picture cameras and

how we know film today. LumieLabs brings the

Lumiéres' spirit of storytelling, innovation and

invention into the hands of educators around

the world.

What are Digital Stories?
Digital stories are videos that combine footage,

images, music, text and a narrative voice. Digital

stories are an expressive classroom medium

that integrates subject expertise with

knowledge and skills from across science,

humanities and social science, English and

more.
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Editor Window

Footage

Access 3 million rights-cleared

professional video clips. Find

content through footage bins or

by performing a search. Click on

the '+' icon to open additional

search tabs.

My Uploads

Upload images, videos or audio to

your storage space. Once

uploaded, these can be dragged

and dropped into the Editor

Timeline. Also access the

webcam and screen capture

footage here.

Audio

Find 8,000 stock audio clips. Use

the search icon or the filters to

find the best track for your video.

Preview the audio or add it

directly to your video storyboard.

Title Cards

Add text cards with different

colours and fonts. Find a variety

of fonts and backgrounds to

choose from.

Notes

Add notes to your video or follow

instructions from a video story.

My Favourites

Directly access your favourite

content to use whenever you

want. Drag a clip over the 'heart'

icon to add to your favourites.
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Finish Editing a Video

Locking & Unlocking Timeline

You can edit the points of all the

shots in your timeline by unlocking

it. This allows you to replace any

shot with other clips and keep the

timing of your story. To add more

clips to your story and edit the

length of individual shots, keep

the timeline unlocked.

Music Features

Want to make your audio really

stand out? Control the speed at

which your audio fades out, loop

your music for continuous play

and adjust the volume of the

audio to hear the voice-over.

Additional Features

Auto-fill your timeline with clips

related to the project, add effects

to your whole timeline, clear all

text from your clips or delete all of

the clips in your timeline with

these additional features.

Preview

Click 'Preview' to watch your

video before finishing it.

Finish & Render

Click 'Finish' to render your video.

Rendering in SD is fastest and

perfectly suited for classroom use

of student videos. A notification

will let you know when your video

is ready.

My Videos

Your completed video will be

ready to access and share in My

Videos, where you'll find all of your

completed, individually-created

videos, in one safe place.

lumielabs.eb.com.au
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Customise & Assign Templates

lumielabs.eb.com.au
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Editable Lesson Outline

Each lesson template provides

student instructions that can

be used as is or edited and

customised to align to your

lesson objectives. Lessons

include the ability to add an

objective and assessment

rubric.

Customise & Assign a

Video Template

Teachers have the ability to

customise and assign

templates to their students. 
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My Videos

My Videos is a safe space that only you have access to. It houses all of your completed

videos. From here you can access options for sharing inside and outside of the

LumieLabs platform.

lumielabs.eb.com.au
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Rendered

Only you can see your completed (rendered) videos!  From here you

can play your videos, share inside the platform, download for use

outside of the platform, re-create videos and/or delete them if you no

longer need them. 

Videos can also be added to a personal or team landing page where

you can present your videos in style. by embedding the video within a

layout of text, images, personal logo and a hyperlink.
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My Storyboards

My Storyboards is where all of your unfinished videos are stored. So if the bell rings and

you haven't finished, no worries! When you're ready to continue working, you can find it

here and begin editing. The storyboards for finished videos can also be found here, and

they are editable too.

My Storyboards

When you're ready to continue creating an

unfinished story, click on the storyboard

thumbnail and pick up right where you left off.

Hover your mouse over a thumbnail to see

options that let you duplicate a storyboard or

delete it if you no longer need it. You can also

share your storyboard with someone else.

Renaming Storyboards

Need to rename your storyboard? You can

always edit the title by clicking the 'pencil' icon.

The Pencil icon appears when you hover your

mouse over a storyboard thumbnail.
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Notes
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